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Abstract—Action advising is a knowledge exchange mechanism
between peers, namely student and teacher, that can help tackle
exploration and sample inefficiency problems in deep reinforce-
ment learning. Due to the practical limitations in peer-to-peer
communication and the negative implications of over-advising,
the peer responsible for initiating these interactions needs to
do so only when it’s most adequate to exchange advice. Most
recently, student-initiated techniques that utilise state novelty and
uncertainty estimations have obtained promising results. How-
ever, these estimations have several weaknesses, such as having
no information regarding the characteristics of convergence and
being subject to delays that occur in the presence of experience
replay dynamics. We propose a student-initiated action advising
algorithm that alleviates these shortcomings. Specifically, we em-
ploy Random Network Distillation (RND) to measure the novelty
of an advice, for the student to determine whether to proceed
with the request; furthermore, we perform RND updates only for
the advised states to ensure that the student’s convergence will
not prevent it from utilising the teacher’s knowledge at any stage
of learning. Experiments in GridWorld and simplified versions
of five Atari games show that our approach can perform on par
with the state-of-the-art and demonstrate significant advantages
in the scenarios where the existing methods are prone to fail.
Index Terms—Reinforcement learning (RL), deep q-network
(DQN), action advising, teacher-student.
I. INTRODUCTION
DEEP reinforcement learning (RL) has achieved outstand-ing feats in a wide range of domains including board
games [1], complex video games [2][3] and robotics [4] in the
recent years. In addition to its remarkable performance, deep
RL’s end-to-end structure and general applicability make it a
desirable decision-making tool for many real-world problems.
Nevertheless, such advantages come at the cost of long
training times and large numbers of samples acquired through
environment interactions, which are well-known drawbacks
of deep RL[5]. There is currently a significant amount of
research effort focused on improving exploration techniques
to make agents more proficient at discovering the environment
mechanics and collecting samples that will yield high-reward
strategies [6]. Alternatively, in some situations, agents may also
have access to legacy knowledge of some peers, be it humans or
other agents. This presents a whole new set of opportunities to
benefit from these in order to tackle the exploration challenges.
Peer-to-peer knowledge transfer techniques have been in-
vestigated in various forms in RL to accelerate the learning
processes[7]. The applications within deep RL can be examined
in two main groups as follows: learning from demonstration
(LfD) [8] and action advising [9]. In LfD, the agent has access
to some previously collected data by one [10] or more [11]
peers to be leveraged in a pre-training stage or during the
actual RL stage to improve its learning performance. Action
advising, however, does not deal with the previously collected
data, and instead, is concerned with devising techniques for
the situations where the agent has access to a competent peer
that can provide advice in the form of actions according to its
policy when requested; this is similar to the active learning
paradigm in supervised learning [12]. As the main focus of
this study, this concept is especially important in the scenarios
where it is costly or not possible at all to generate useful expert
data in advance, e.g., relevant game specifications or the level
is unknown a priori.
The initial problem setup of the action advising framework
[9] assumed the learning agent, namely, the student, to be
monitored constantly by a teacher who is responsible to manage
the distribution of these advices. However, this is impractical
because of possible limitations in communication and the
teacher’s attention span. Moreover, the teacher has no access
to the student’s internal model, which renders its advising
decisions to be determined solely by the teacher’s initiative.
Therefore, this framework has also been extended into different
versions such as student-initiated and jointly-initiated, letting
the student take an active role in initiating these interactions,
as covered in Section II. Despite its potential advantages, it
is far from trivial to devise efficient student-initiated action
advising strategies in deep RL, as the limited number of the
studies may suggest.
In deep RL, it is far from trivial to credit a transition for
its long-term contribution in learning and to determine the
actual importance of a state to obtain an advice for. Therefore,
the student-initiated approaches in deep RL currently follow
heuristics as proxies, such as novelty [13][14] and uncertainty
[15][16] estimations. Despite demonstrating promising perfor-
mances by simplifying challenging characteristics of deep RL,
these techniques assume the teacher(s) to be in the loop from the
beginning and consider the convergence of estimations to be an
indicator of good task performance. Moreover, if the student’s
learning algorithm incorporates mechanisms like experience
replay as in off-policy learning, e.g., Deep Q-Network (DQN)
[17], these estimations are likely to be subject to delays of
varying severity depending on the model specifications.
In this study, we first highlight and demonstrate some
drawbacks of the existing student-initiated action advising
methods. Then, we propose a state novelty based method
involving Random Network Distillation (RND) [18], which,
unlike the previous studies, is exclusively updated for the
states that are advised (hence the name advice novelty). By
doing so, it is ensured that the student always makes use of
the teacher’s knowledge, regardless of how late the teacher
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2becomes accessible or how converged the student’s task-level
model is. Finally, RND updates are performed with single
samples instead of batches, which prevents the RND model
from converging to a global optima, which gives the states a
chance to be asked for advice again periodically, similarly to
the idea of keeping expert demonstrations in the replay memory
over the course of learning to be revisited occasionally, as in
[10].
This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides
a review of the related work. Then, the relevant background
information are provided in Section III. The game environments
used in this study as presented in Section IV. In Section V,
we describe our proposed method in detail. The experiment
setup is explained in Section VI. Afterwards, the results are
presented and discussed in Section VII. Finally, the study is
concluded with some final remarks in VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Action advising was formalised in [9] for the first time
as teacher-student framework. According to this, a student
agent is observed constantly by a teacher agent to be given
action advices in order to make it achieve the best possible
learning performance. However, the number of advices are
limited with a budget constraint due to the practical concerns.
The problem of distributing this budget is addressed with
several heuristics they proposed, such as early advising and
importance advising. Following the proposed ideas, several
different approaches in this line of work have emerged. In [19],
the teacher-initiated action advising problem was treated as
a meta-level RL problem. By training the student agent over
multiple learning sessions, the teacher tries to learn the most
appropriate times to advise by using the student’s learning
state as reward feedback. Another study [20] extended the
initially proposed heuristic-based idea to student-initiated and
jointly-initiated forms by devising several new heuristics. In
[21], the case of having multiple teachers is investigated, as
well as dealing with situations where the teacher’s expertise
may be suboptimal. Using RL to achieve optimal advising was
also studied in [22] similarly to [19]. As well as learning when
to advise, the teachers are also made to learn what to advise in
this work. [13] applied heuristic-based action advising to the
domain of multi-agent RL with cooperative agents. The agents
are made to determine their expertise by counting state visits
to take on student or teacher roles dynamically to exchange
knowledge with their peers to improve team-wide learning.
Deep RL is a relatively new application domain for action
advising methods. [23] is one of the first studies in this
particular subject. Even though it was based on the agents with
classical RL methods, the teaching via action advising problem
is tackled as a meta-level deep RL problem to determine the
actions to be advised as well as their temporal distribution.
Similarly, [24] further developed this idea to also be able
to handle agents using deep RL in their task-level policies.
Despite being effective in forming teacher-student interactions
bidirectionally without any fixed roles, these approaches share
the drawbacks of requiring the agents to be trained over
multiple, centralised learning sessions due to the meta-RL
mechanisms. This may also cause the agents to end up being
tuned for each other and face difficulties when paired with
different peers.
Another line of work in deep RL involves applying action
advising methods by following heuristics without any pre-
training, which forms the specific group of approaches our study
belongs to. In [16], the LfD paradigm was combined with active
learning by making the student agent query for demonstrations
itself in a very similar way to action advising. To do so,
they make use of some specialised network architectures that
make it possible for the student agent to measure its state
uncertainty, and be able to use this estimation to determine the
most appropriate times and states to request advice for. [14]
further developed the idea of [13] to make the agents initiate
teacher-student interactions in multi-agent deep RL. Instead
of state counting, RND is employed to compute the novelty
of the states to be compatible with complex state spaces that
require non-linear function approximation. More recently, [15]
utilised uncertainty measurements obtained via multiple neural
network heads in student-initiated action advising to time the
advice requests similarly to [16]; however, they don’t employ
a special loss function as in LfD.
None of these heuristic-based methods for deep RL is
designed to be able to handle the extended absence of
the teacher at the beginning of learning. Our study aims
to provide a solution that is suitable for such scenarios,
as well as alleviating the present individual drawbacks of
requiring uncertainty models [15][16], being susceptible to
replay memory induced latency in estimations [14]–[16] which
are detailed in Section V.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Reinforcement Learning and Deep Q-Networks
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a prominent framework
for solving sequential decision-making tasks that involve an
agent acting in an environment that is formalised by a Markov
decision process (MDP). In an MDP, an environment is defined
by a tuple 〈S,A,R, T 〉, where S is finite set of states, A is
finite set of actions, R : S×A×S → R is reward function and
T : S ×A→ ∆(S) is transition function. Acting in an MDP
happens according to the agent’s policy pi : S → A which
maps states to actions. At each timestep t, the agent observes
the state st and executes the action at in order to receive the
reward rt and advance to the next state st+1. The objective of
RL algorithms is to obtain the pi∗ that maximises expected sum
of discounted rewards
∑T
k=0 γ
krt+k obtained from timestep t
over a horizon T (γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor).
Deep Q-Network (DQN) [17] is a scaled-up version of the
well known fundamental RL technique Q-learning with non-
linear function approximation suitable for complex domains,
which attempts to obtain an optimal policy by learning
state-action values Q(s, a) in an end-to-end fashion. To do
so, it utilises a neural network with weights θ to map
an input state s to Q(s, a) by minimising the loss term
(rk+1 + γmaxa′ Qθ¯(sk+1, a
′) − Qθ(sk, a))2 via stochastic
gradient descent over randomly sampled transitions from
timestep k. Furthermore, DQN also utilises certain mechanisms
3to achieve functionality. One of these is keeping the network
weights θ in a separate copy network that is updated periodically
and is used as a reference point in updates to stabilise learning.
Another critical component of DQN is called experience replay.
It stands for the process of saving the encountered transitions
in a replay memory to be used in the model updates later on.
Not only such off-policy updates improve sample efficiency,
but also this mechanism helps to break the non-i.i.d. property
of the samples to make convergence easier.
Following its breakthrough, DQN is enhanced with additional
techniques over years that are combined under the name of
Rainbow DQN [25]. In our study, we employ double Q-learning
[26], dueling networks [27] and noisy networks [28] among
these, which we believe are the most essential ones. Despite
being a substantial enhancement, Prioritised Experience Replay
[29] is not utilised in our work, since it may amplify the effects
of having more important samples in the replay memory, and
consequently make the comparison between different action
advising methods less impartial. Hence, uniformly random
sampling is chosen as the default experience replay approach.
B. Noisy Networks
Noisy Networks (NoisyNets) [28] are an eminent exploration
technique for deep RL algorithms, which is also employed
in Rainbow DQN [25] as the default exploration strategy. In
principle, NoisyNets is a modified linear layer with noise
perturbations as follows:
y = (µw + σw  w)x+ µb + σb  b (1)
where the input is x ∈ Rp, the output is y ∈ Rq , the learnable
parameters are µw ∈ Rq×p, σw ∈ Rq×p, x ∈ Rp, µb ∈ Rq,
σb ∈ Rq , and the noise parameters are w ∈ Rq×p, b ∈ Rq for
input size of p and output size of q. As the learning progresses,
the noisy components are ignored in a state-conditional trend,
giving the agent an implicitly driven exploration ability.
Another important benefit of having NoisyNets is having
access to a form of uncertainty estimation by using the
predictive variance of a noisy layer as described in [16]. This
is computed for action a and state s in the final layer that
outputs Q(s, a) values as follows:
V ar[Q(s, a; θ)] = V ar[waφ(s)] + V ar[ba]
= φ(s)ᵀdiag(σwa
2)φ(s) + σba
2 (2)
where φ(s) is the latent features generated from state s to
be fed this layer, wa and ba are the weight and bias terms,
respectively. The uncertainty in state s is then obtained by
taking the predictive variance of the action with largest Q-
value as follows:
U(s) = V ar[Q(s, arg max
a
Q(s, a))] (3)
Even though our proposed method does not utilise uncer-
tainty measurements, we employ NoisyNets in the student agent
to make it possible to compare our approach with uncertainty-
based ones as well.
C. Random Network Distillation
Random Network Distillation (RND) [18] is proposed to
address difficult exploration problems by providing the agent
with an intrinsic state novelty bonus. It uses two randomly
initialised neural networks, target and predictor, denoted by G
and Gˆ. Over the course of learning, the predictor network Gˆ is
updated to minimise the mean squared error ‖Gˆ(s)−G(s)‖2
between the embeddings of these two networks, for every state
s used to update the task-level learning algorithm. As the states
are encountered in the learning, this error becomes smaller for
such states as the predictor network becomes better at matching
the target network’s output. Thus, this error term can be used
as a measurement of novelty for any state.
D. Action Advising
Action advising [9] is a form of inter-agent knowledge
transfer method with a very simple mechanism. By using only
a common understanding over a communication protocol and
a set of actions, a teacher exchanges instructions in form of
actions with a student agent in order to improve its learning
process by biasing its interactions. An important aspect of this
framework is the limitation of the number in these interactions
with a budget, considering the setbacks of real-world use cases.
For instance, the communication with the teacher may be costly,
or its attention may be limited as in the case of a human teacher.
Furthermore, even with an available budget, the teacher can
not be assumed to be available at all times.
While some of the approaches use simpler heuristics to
distribute these advices, more advanced ones in deep RL
employ techniques that involve estimating state novelty [14]
or uncertainty [15][16] from the student agent’s perspective.
Depending on the method, either of the peers can be initiating
the knowledge transfer process. In this study, we follow the
student-initiated approach and use the following baselines as
well as state uncertainty and state novelty based ones:
• Early advising: By intuition, the agents are thought
to benefit more from teaching earlier in the learning
process, which forms the main motivation of this heuristic
[9]. According to this, the peers request/receive advice
constantly from the beginning until they run out of budget.
• Random advising: Despite the advantages of acquiring
action advices early on, an agent may still discover some
unfamiliar states later in the training as it learns. Therefore,
it may also be helpful to distribute the available budget
over a longer period of time. This heuristic provides an
uninformed way of scattering these by making the peers
determine to initiate action advising with some probability
(usually 0.5) at each timestep until the budget is consumed.
IV. THE GAME ENVIRONMENTS
In this study, we employ two different game environments,
namely, GridWorld and MinAtar, to represent different aspects
of learning challenges.
4Fig. 1: Rendered observations of the initial state of GridWorld
(top-left) and random states from MinAtar games Asterix (top-
center), Breakout (top-right), Freeway (bottom-left), Seaquest
(bottom-center) and Space Invaders (bottom-right).
A. GridWorld
GridWorld1 is a grid structured environment with a size
of 9 × 9, composed of ground (grey), pit (black) tiles, and
goal (green) as visualised in Figure 1 (left) where the agent
is represented in white. The environment is perceived by the
agent as binary tensors with a size of 9 × 9 × 3. The agent
starts in a fixed position in the top-left corner of the top-left
room (as shown in a white cell in Figure 1, top-left), and must
navigate to the goal tile in the top-right corner of the top-right
room, with 4 available actions in order to get a reward of +1.
Every time the agent attempts to take an action, it has a chance
to execute another action uniformly at random instead, with
a probability of 0.1; however, if a random action happens to
move the agent on a pit tile, it instead holds the agent in its
previous position. Reaching the goal, stepping on a pit tile or
exceeding the maximum timesteps of 50 terminates the episode
with 0 points of reward. Considering the possibility of random
movements and the tight timesteps limit, this game presents a
significant exploration challenge despite its simple rules.
B. MinAtar
MinAtar [30] is an environment composed of minimal
versions of five popular Atari games2. While the core game
mechanics are kept the same, the observation and the action
spaces are reduced to cut down the representational complexity.
Every game has a common action space of 6, and the
observations are binary tensors with sizes of 10 × 10 × n,
where n denotes the number of the object categories in the
game. Different from the default version, we set any game
episode to have a maximum timesteps of 1000. Figure 1 shows
screenshots taken from these games, and their brief descriptions
are as follows:
• Asterix: The game has a constant stream of enemies and
treasures that spawn and move in horizontal directions.
The agent can move in 4 directions and must collect
treasures to obtain +1 reward while avoiding enemies
which kills the agent and terminates the game.
• Breakout: The agent controls a paddle in the bottom
of the screen by moving it in horizontal directions. The
1Codes are available at https://github.com/ercumentilhan/GridWorld
2Our version: https://github.com/ercumentilhan/MinAtar/tree/original
objective is to keep hitting the ball to keep it within the
screen to avoid losing the game. Hitting the bricks with
the ball breaks them and yields +1 reward. New lines of
bricks keep appearing after they are cleared up.
• Freeway: The agent’s objective is to cross the way by
avoiding the cars moving at different speeds in horizontal
directions. Upon reaching the goal, +1 reward is awarded
and the agent is sent back to the starting point, and the
cars’ directions and speeds are randomised. Being hit by
a car also sends the agent back to the starting point.
• Seaquest: This is the game with the most complex rules
among MinAtar games. The agent controls a submarine
in a sea filled with enemy submarines, fish, and divers to
be rescued by navigating around. Shooting the enemies
yields +1 reward, as well as taking each diver to the
surface. Moreover, the agent must keep an eye on the
remaining oxygen level and have it replenished by going
to the surface; which increases the difficulty each time it
is done. If the agent goes up to the surface with no divers,
is hit, or has no remaining oxygen, the game terminates.
• Space Invaders: The agent is in charge of controlling a
space ship that can shoot bullets to the upcoming group
of aliens from the top of the screen. Each shot down alien
yields a reward of +1, and upon being cleared up, a new
wave of aliens spawns with an increased movement speed.
The aliens can also shoot back at the agent. If the agent
is hit by a bullet or an alien, the game is terminated.
Directions of the moving sprites are also encoded in the
observations by having a separate category for their trails to
ensure full observability. Asterix, Seaquest and Space Invaders
also involve a periodical difficulty ramping that occurs at every
100th timestep.
V. ACTION ADVISING VIA ADVICE NOVELTY
In our problem setting, we follow the standard RL framework
and MDP formalisation as in Section III-A. Our setup considers
a situation where a student agent that employs an off-policy
deep RL algorithm, e.g., DQN, with policy piS is learning to
excel in a given task. There is also a peer who is competent
in this task to be treated as a teacher with the fixed task-level
policy piT . The student can access this peer and sample actions
from piT for a limited number of times determined by the action
advising budget b. The objective of the agent is to utilise an
action advising procedure to distribute the available advice
requesting budget b in the best possible way to maximise its
learning performance.
The samples obtained in deep RL are not only used for
discovering the environment, but are also responsible for driving
the learning of the agent’s model. Additionally, every single
step of environment interaction and model update influences
the sample collection process right after. These make it very
difficult for deep RL agents to predict what kind of long-
term effects a transition, or a single piece of advice in this
case, will have on their learning progress. Therefore, student-
initiated action advising techniques rely on simple heuristics
and proxies of expected usefulness of samples in terms of
learning contribution. These, however, are prone to fail in
several ways.
5Early advising is a strong baseline due to the fact that the
samples obtained early on have more influence on deep RL
algorithms’ learning progress. However, it lacks the ability to
distribute the available advising budget in more critical states.
This is likely to result in the budget being wasted, and make the
agent miss important advice opportunities especially when the
budget is small. Additionally, having no stopping condition in
making advice requests may cause the agent to get over-advised,
which can deteriorate the learning performance as we show in
Section VII. Employing another common heuristic, uniformly
random advising, can alleviate this drawback. Nonetheless, not
being able to follow the teacher’s policy consistently causes
this method to be unsuccessful in the tasks with sparse rewards
that require deep exploration, as also shown in Section VII.
The more advanced techniques that rely on state importance
surrogates such as novelty [13][14], model uncertainty [16][15],
perform better in general. Though, they still have drawbacks
that can be problematic in some cases.
First of all, updates of these estimations are driven by the
student’s task-level learning progression, regardless of having
teacher interactions. If the teacher is present from the beginning,
the student’s task-level convergence can be assumed to have
sufficient amount of teacher contribution. Otherwise, if the
teacher joins the session at a later time, the student would
already have its state novelty and uncertainty below a level,
and end up ignoring the teacher without benefiting from its
knowledge at all. However, the student’s convergence does
not necessarily mean a competent task-level performance, and
ensuring to learn from what the teacher has to offer at any time
can be vital. As we show in Section VII, it is possible for the
student to under-explore and converge into a poor task-level
policy yet become certain in the states it acts.
Secondly, based on the student’s deep RL model’s properties,
there may be some delays between the advice collection and
its actual value to be taken effect in the model, e.g., off-policy
updates with replay memory where the collected samples are
held in a buffer and are employed periodically to update model
weights. Even though we do not demonstrate this behaviour,
we ensure in our approach that there can be no model induced
delays in estimations.
Finally, these approaches require several restrictions on the
student’s task-level algorithm. State novelty-based approach
needs to have access to the batches of samples the task-level
algorithm uses, preventing the student from being a blackbox.
Uncertainty-based methods require the agent’s model to be
capable of providing a notion of uncertainty.
In order to address these shortcomings, we propose action
advising via advice novelty, a method that employs state novelty
measurements to time advice requests. In our technique, the
student agent employs an RND module that consists of two
randomly initialised neural networks G and Gˆ with identical
structures. At each step with available advice requesting budget,
the agent measures novelty ns of the state s it encounters as the
RND loss ns = ‖Gˆ(s)−G(s)‖2. This value is then converted
into a linearly decreasing advice requesting probability as
ps = ns/η (clipped to be in [0, 1]), where η is a predefined
threshold. If the advice request takes place, then Gˆ is updated
to minimise the loss term ‖Gˆ(s)−G(s)‖2. Thus, ns becomes
Algorithm 1 Action Advising via Advice Novelty
1: Input: action advising budget b, agent policy piS , teacher
policy piT , novelty threshold η
2: for training steps t ∈ {1, 2, . . . k} do
3: get observation st ∼ Env if Env is reset
4: at ← None
5: if b > 0 then
6: nst ← ‖Gˆ(st)−G(st)‖2 . compute novelty
7: pst ← nst/η . compute probability
8: sample p uniformly at random in [0, 1]
9: if pst > p then
10: at ∼ piT . request advice
11: Update Gˆ weights to minimise ‖Gˆ(s)−G(s)‖2
12: b← b− 1
13: end if
14: end if
15: if at is None then
16: at ∼ piS
17: end if
18: Execute at and obtain rt, st+1 ∼ Env
19: Update task-level model, e.g., DQN.
20: st ← st+1
21: end for
smaller as the agent receives advice for s. This can then be
seen as a novelty metric for a piece of advice to be obtained in
a particular state, considering the assumption of teacher policy
piT being fixed, and ignoring the environment’s stochasticity.
By performing updates only when advised, it is ensured that
the student always attempts to learn from the teacher, no matter
how far into convergence its task-level model is. Furthermore,
the RND updates occur right after the student is advised with
only a single piece of observation rather than a batch of them.
This prevents the RND module to minimise its loss globally,
and cause it to have relatively high novelty for the states it has
not encountered in a while, giving these states a chance to be
re-advised. Finally, since RND employs neural networks with
non-linear function approximation, our method can function
in complex domains and is capable of generalising between
unseen states. A full description of our method can be seen in
Algorithm 1.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We are interested in investigating the shortcomings of
the existing student-initiated action advising approaches, and
evaluating how our approach compares with them in different
scenarios. For this purpose, we choose GridWorld and MinAtar
games to conduct experiments in two stages involving different
challenges. We compare the following modes of student agents
with different action advising approaches:
• No Advising (None): The agent does not employ any
form of action advising; it follows its own policy at all
times.
• Early Advising (EA): The agent follows early advising
heuristic to distribute its action advising budget by
requesting advice until it runs out of its action advising
budget.
6TABLE I: Hyperparameters of DQN.
Value
Hyperparameter name GridWorld MinAtar
Replay memory size to start learning 1000 10000
Replay memory capacity 10000 100000
Target network update period 250 1000
Minibatch size 32 32
Learning rate 0.0001 0.0001
Train period 2 2
Discount factor γ 0.99 0.99
• Random Advising (RA): The agent follows random
advising heuristic and determines whether to request an
advice uniformly at random at each step until it runs out
of its action advising budget.
• Uncertainty-Based Advising (UA): Advice requests are
made according to the task-level model uncertainty,
similarly to [15], [16]. Specifically, at each step, the
student’s NoisyNets uncertainty is obtained for the current
state, and then is divided by a threshold ν to determine
advice requesting probability.
• State Novelty-Based Advising (SNA): Advice requests
are driven by state novelty measurements, similarly to
[14]. For each state the student encounters, its novelty
is measured by a separate RND module. Then, this
value is divided by a predefined threshold ρ to obtain
advice requesting probability. The RND module is updated
simultaneously with the student’s task-level model, by the
same batches of samples.
• Advice Novelty-Based Advising (ANA): The agent that
follows our proposed approach.
The student agent’s RL algorithm is set to be DQN, including
the prominent extensions of double Q-learning, dueling net-
works, and NoisyNets exploration strategy. The neural network
structure is comprised of a single convolutional layer consisting
16 3×3 filters with a stride of 1, followed by a fully connected
noisy layer with 128 hidden units. The hyperparameters of
DQN are tuned separately for each environment prior to the
experiments, and can be seen in Table I.
As described in the problem setup, there needs to be a
teacher for the student agent to be able to get advice from. In
GridWorld, we set our teacher policy as following the shortest
path from the current position to the goal tile. In MinAtar,
we generated competent teachers by training separate DQN
agents for each of the games for 3M steps, who achieve final
evaluation scores (as defined later on) of 29.28, 81.15, 5.77,
146.64, 146.06 in Asterix, Breakout, Freeway, Seaquest, Space
Invaders, respectively. The teachers are made to employ -
greedy exploration instead of NoisyNets, to have them as
dissimilar as possible from the student in order to eliminate
any possible advantages that may arise in knowledge exchange
process due to them being identical.
Every student variant (e.g., None, EA, etc.) is trained for a
fixed number of steps which we define as a learning session.
During a learning session, the agent is evaluated periodically
in a separate sequence of episodes with having any form of
exploration and teaching disabled; then, the scores obtained in
these episodes are averaged to determine the evaluation score
for this evaluation step. These scores reflect the agent’s actual
expertise in the corresponding step in the learning session. In
GridWorld, since the actual cumulative rewards in the end of
an episode is either 0 or 1, a more informative evaluation score
is defined to be in [0, 1] by taking the number of remaining
timesteps and distance to the goal tile into calculations. In
MinAtar, the original game scores in the framework are used
as evaluation scores. In addition to the evaluation scores, we
also plot the number of advices taken in every 100 steps as
well as cumulatively, to observe the trends in budget spending.
In the first stage of experiments, we use GridWorld as
a simple and interpretable task to highlight aforementioned
drawbacks, as well as performing a preliminary benchmark on
the methods to validate their suitability for tasks with more
complex mechanics. The learning session lengths are set as
100K steps, and evaluations are performed at every 100th step
in a sequence of 5 episodes. We set two different scenarios,
namely, Scenario I and Scenario II, with small and large budget
options of 5K and 50K each, resulting in 4 cases in total.
In Scenario I, the teacher is present from the beginning of
learning sessions, which is the common experimental setting
used in the previous action advising studies. In Scenario II,
the teacher joins the loop at the 25Kth step. By having such a
scenario, we test the ability of the student in dealing with the
belated teacher. UA, SNA, ANA hyperparameters ν, ρ, η are
determined empirically in the 5K budget setting, to be 0.001,
0.0001, 0.001 and are kept the same for all 4 cases.
In the second stage, we evaluate the approaches in a set of
tasks with more complex dynamics presented via 5 different
games in MinAtar environment. Learning sessions are set to
have a length of 1.5M steps and evaluations are performed
at every 1000th step in a sequence of 5 episodes. Since
the Scenario II experiments in GridWorld are sufficient to
demonstrate the weakness regarding extensive unavailability
of the teacher, experiments in MinAtar are only conducted for
Scenario I to evaluate the general performance of the methods,
again with two different budget options of 50K and 250K. UA,
SNA, ANA hyperparameters ν, ρ, η are determined empirically
on game by game basis for 50K budget, to be 0.0001, 0.0025,
0.001 for Asterix; 0.001, 0.025, 0.025 for Breakout; 0.0001,
0.1, 0.05 for Freeway; 0.001, 0.05, 0.05 for Seaquest; 0.0025,
0.01, 0.0025 for Space Invaders, respectively.
Experiment results are aggregated over 9 different seeds for
GridWorld, and over 5 different seeds for MinAtar games.
Training and evaluation episode sequences (random game
events) are fixed via random seeds and kept the same across
different experiment seeds. Therefore, these experiment seeds
only affect the agents’ internal computations. Finally, we
perform RND observation normalisation as in [18] by using the
mean and standard deviation calculated over the first 1000 and
5000 observations, in GridWorld and MinAtar, respectively3.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of our experiments are presented in Figure 2
(GridWorld); and in Figures 3 and 4, and Table II (MinAtar).
3Codes for our experiments can be found at https://github.com/
ercumentilhan/advice-novelty
7Fig. 2: Number of advices taken cumulatively and in every 100 steps period in Scenario I with 50K budget (leftmost column),
evaluation scores in Scenario I (middle column) and Scenario II (rightmost column) with 5K (top row) and 50K (bottom row)
budgets, obtained in GridWorld game with no action advising (None) and action advising methods EA, RA, UA, SNA, ANA.
Fig. 3: Number of advices taken cumulatively and in every 100 steps period in Scenario I with 250K budget, obtained in five
MinAtar games with no action advising (None) and action advising methods EA, RA, UA, SNA, ANA.
Fig. 4: Evaluation scores of Scenario I with 50K (top row) and 250K (bottom row) budgets, obtained in five MinAtar games
with no action advising (None) and action advising methods EA, RA, UA, SNA, ANA.
8TABLE II: Area under the curve (AUC) and the mean of last 50 values (Final Score) of the evaluation score plots of None,
EA, RA, UA, SNA, ANA agent modes obtained in five MinAtar games averaged over 5 runs. The numbers denoted by ±
represent standard deviation. The percentage values in parentheses indicate the relative difference to the values obtained by EA.
In addition to the 5 MinAtar games, Overall section in bottom presents these percentages averaged over these 5 games.
Final Score AUC (×103)
Game Mode 50K 250K 50K 250K
Asterix
None 11.21± 1.5 (−54.6%) 11.21± 1.5 (−46.8%) 11.01± 0.9 (−56.6%) 11.01± 0.9 (−39.1%)
EA 24.82± 2.0 21.69± 3.6 25.38± 1.7 18.51± 3.2
RA 15.62± 2.5 (−36.0%) 17.94± 1.8 (−15.9%) 15.84± 0.9 (−37.2%) 12.72± 1.1 (−29.9%)
UA 22.38± 1.3 (−9.3%) 22.63± 3.0 (+5.0%) 21.51± 0.9 (−14.9%) 16.40± 1.6 (−9.9%)
SNA 24.87± 1.3 (+0.7%) 24.43± 2.5 (+14.0%) 25.96± 2.3 (+2.5%) 19.58± 1.6 (+8.1%)
ANA 24.20± 1.4 (−2.3%) 23.29± 2.3 (+10.6%) 24.21± 1.5 (−4.4%) 18.53± 1.4 (+2.1%)
Breakout
None 68.82± 20.3 (+36.8%) 68.82± 20.3 (−0.4%) 59.71± 20.7 (+22.4%) 59.71± 20.7 (+9.6%)
EA 62.81± 24.2 77.28± 21.4 54.94± 19.7 57.82± 13.3
RA 86.07± 14.0 (+55.3%) 100.58± 3.2 (+40.1%) 81.54± 8.9 (+62.8%) 97.65± 3.4 (+76.6%)
UA 88.03± 5.4 (+67.8%) 103.01± 3.9 (+44.8%) 83.41± 3.4 (+73.7%) 93.39± 2.5 (+71.0%)
SNA 94.44± 5.8 (+82.4%) 92.47± 6.7 (+29.3%) 96.72± 9.6 (+97.0%) 85.48± 3.2 (+55.3%)
ANA 98.18± 4.0 (+90.8%) 96.95± 2.8 (+35.7%) 97.72± 7.1 (+100.4%) 89.39± 2.7 (+62.2%)
Freeway
None 6.27± 2.0 (−33.4%) 6.27± 2.0 (−19.0%) 4.63± 2.7 (−51.8%) 4.63± 2.7 (−31.4%)
EA 9.39± 0.4 7.73± 0.5 9.45± 0.5 6.56± 0.4
RA 9.26± 1.4 (−1.0%) 9.32± 1.0 (+21.4%) 9.28± 0.5 (−1.7%) 8.47± 0.2 (+29.6%)
UA 9.61± 0.7 (+2.4%) 8.37± 0.5 (+8.6%) 9.20± 0.4 (−2.5%) 7.96± 0.5 (+21.4%)
SNA 10.11± 0.7 (+7.8%) 8.22± 0.7 (+6.6%) 9.58± 0.7 (+2.0%) 7.97± 0.7 (+22.3%)
ANA 9.59± 0.8 (+2.2%) 9.34± 1.0 (+21.1%) 9.19± 0.5 (−2.6%) 7.62± 0.5 (+16.6%)
Seaquest
None 5.22± 3.1 (−81.7%) 5.22± 3.1 (−83.5%) 4.17± 2.9 (−84.1%) 4.17± 2.9 (−77.4%)
EA 29.25± 7.9 33.07± 5.9 23.65± 8.2 18.57± 3.6
RA 39.21± 5.9 (+40.6%) 41.26± 11.0 (+28.2%) 36.21± 9.7 (+58.9%) 35.96± 4.1 (+99.9%)
UA 34.67± 8.1 (+22.4%) 35.65± 12.5 (+11.9%) 36.33± 5.7 (+73.9%) 36.14± 2.1 (+102.4%)
SNA 42.80± 4.1 (+62.7%) 39.11± 6.3 (+24.7%) 32.91± 4.0 (+65.0%) 29.29± 2.4 (+66.6%)
ANA 43.47± 8.0 (+65.6%) 38.47± 7.6 (+22.9%) 33.08± 5.5 (+65.2%) 29.53± 1.3 (+66.1%)
Space Invaders
None 118.22± 4.0 (−3.0%) 118.22± 4.0 (−5.5%) 119.57± 11.8 (−17.1%) 119.57± 11.8 (−3.6%)
EA 121.93± 3.7 125.37± 4.6 144.19± 5.0 124.01± 2.1
RA 126.86± 3.3 (+4.1%) 126.30± 3.1 (+0.9%) 145.88± 4.0 (+1.2%) 138.40± 2.8 (+11.7%)
UA 130.89± 4.7 (+7.5%) 117.72± 6.6 (−6.2%) 151.94± 7.8 (+5.4%) 135.26± 3.5 (+9.1%)
SNA 128.57± 2.8 (+5.6%) 123.66± 5.4 (−1.2%) 150.77± 6.1 (+4.7%) 116.95± 7.1 (−5.7%)
ANA 125.56± 5.2 (+3.2%) 128.35± 5.5 (+2.4%) 145.88± 9.0 (+1.4%) 122.65± 3.8 (−1.1%)
Overall
None −27.2% −31.0% −37.4% −28.4%
RA +12.6% +14.9% −6.8% +37.6%
UA +18.2% +12.8% +27.1% +38.8%
SNA +31.8% +14.7% +34.2% +29.3%
ANA +31.9% +18.5% +32.0% +29.8%
In Figure 2, the leftmost column contains two plots for the
number of advices taken in total and in every 100 steps, in
Scenario I with the budget amount of 50K; the middle column
displays the evaluation scores in Scenario I, and the rightmost
column displays the evaluation scores in Scenario II (with the
budgets of 5K on top and 50K on bottom). Figure 3 includes the
plots of the number of advices taken in total and in every 100
steps, in Scenario I with the budget amount of 250K for all five
MinAtar games. In Figure 3, plots of evaluation scores obtained
in MinAtar games with two different budget settings of 50K
(top row) and 250K (bottom row) are displayed. These results
are also presented numerically in Table II with the area under
the curve and final value. The plots in Figure 2 and Figure 3
that display the number of advices taken are only generated for
Scenario I with the maximum budget settings since the budget
distribution is identical in the cases with smaller budgets with
only the difference of being cut off early. The curves are plotted
with appropriate moving average smoothing for the sake of
comprehensibility, and the standard deviation across the runs
are shown with the shaded areas.
A. GridWorld
In Scenario I with a small budget of 5K, all action advising
methods performed reasonably well, with the exception of RA
which fails to be any better than None. The poor performance of
None indicates how challenging it can be to conduct exploration
successfully even with an advanced method like NoisyNets
when the time constraints are tight as in this GridWorld game.
Despite taking plenty of expert advice, RA also fails due to its
inability to consistently follow the teacher, which is especially
essential in the tasks requiring deep exploration like this one.
This makes RA an unreliable action advising heuristic.
When the budget is increased to 50K, we see how the
performances collapse due to taking too much advice hence
not executing their own policies adequately to collect integral
samples. This is most obvious in EA since it employs the
most greedy way of spending the budget amongst all methods,
which makes it dangerously susceptible to such high budget
settings. With the addition of more budget, RA finally manages
to benefit from expert advice, however still very inadequately.
The advanced methods of UA, SNA, and our ANA do a good
9job on not overusing all the budget given to them even though
they are not tuned to handle 50K. While UA performs slightly
worse, ANA does better with the addition of an extra budget.
As it can be seen, ANA does this while using more budget in
the end than UA; this shows that it is not just about cutting
off the advice requests but is also about distributing them in
appropriate states and across the learning session. In terms
of budget efficiency, SNA seems to be doing the best in this
case; however, also with worse performance. Finally, differently
than UA and SNA, ANA is observed to follow a trend with
occasional peaks in the number of advices taken per 100 steps.
This is very likely to be caused by its RND update rule that
uses single samples rather than batches that are also non-i.i.d.
when the advice requests are made consecutively. As a result,
RND model does not achieve global optimum and remain to
yield significantly higher loss for the sample(s) that are not
encountered recently. This is a unique characteristic of ANA
which can be advantageous as it makes the teacher advices to
be re-acquired occasionally.
In Scenario II, where the teacher joins the learning session
at 25Kth step, both UA and SNA fail to learn from the teacher
as expected, due to their teacher independent convergence in
estimations of uncertainty and novelty, respectively. Our method
ANA, however, manages to leverage the teacher’s knowledge
despite the state of its task-level convergence in both budget
options. Clearly, if there is such a possibility as depicted in
this scenario, methods like UA and SNA are not going to be
suitable action advising methods to be employed.
B. MinAtar
Results in MinAtar games represent a more general perfor-
mance evaluation of action advising techniques in a variety
of tasks with commonly experimented settings. Even though
the final performance is our main concern, we also present
AUC values to give an idea regarding the methods’ learning
accelerations.
We first discuss the results obtained with a budget of 50K
as the main comparison case since it is the setting the tested
methods are tuned for. In Asterix, EA and SNA are the best
performing methods with ANA being very close to them,
followed by UA and RA. Considering how RA fails, and
the successful budget spending patterns of EA, SNA and ANA;
it can be speculated that is critical in this particular game
to follow the teacher over many consecutive steps, similarly
to GridWorld. In Breakout, SNA and ANA outperform other
methods which are already doing well, except for EA. This
is an interesting outcome that EA performs even worse than
getting no expert advice at all in this game. Unlike GridWorld
and Asterix, the successful methods in Breakout are the ones
that ask for advice less frequently; this may be due to Breakout
not requiring expert advice over many steps since the game
events unfold on their own once the ball is hit with the paddle,
and the different random moves taken in the meantime may
be much more valuable sources to reduce task-level model
error, rather than taking the same expert advised actions such
as just waiting stationarily until the ball traverses back down.
Seaquest has very interesting results where every method has
different standing in different stages of the learning session. In
terms of final performance, however, ANA and SNA manage
to come on top again with RA following them after and UA
performing rather poorly despite its rapid progression earlier
in learning. As a result of Seaquest mechanics being the most
complicated amongst all, it is not very clear what causes the
learning fluctuations in these plots. In Freeway and Space
Invaders, despite all the different advice requesting patterns
followed by different methods, they are very similar when it
comes to learning performance.
When the budget is increased to 250K, we observe a fair
amount of performance deterioration, especially in EA, SNA
and ANA. In Asterix, Freeway, and Space Invaders, even
though the final performance is not affected greatly, there is a
sharp drop in learning progression caused by the over-advising
induced delay in collection of useful samples. This is closely
linked to them behaving more similarly to EA in these cases as
it can be seen in the budget plots. These results emphasise the
importance of handling redundant advice budgets. Currently,
none of these action advising methods are aware of how many
times they will get to ask for advice and are designed to make
the most out of some small budget they are given without any
notion of long-term planning.
Overall, SNA and our ANA are the winners in terms of
the final performance, followed by UA, RA and EA in order.
Clearly, different games require different strategies to distribute
action advising budget and there is no straightforward way to
determine a way that applies to all cases successfully. Further-
more, the way these methods behave their best performance
are also dependent on the underlying task since uncertainty
and novelty estimations may be affected differently even by the
identical streams of observations. For instance, while UA tends
to spend its budget more slowly than others in most cases,
in Breakout it behaves differently to output its best possible
performance. Finally, ANA is also observed to stand out in
terms of computational efficiency compared to the runner-up
SNA; while ANA updates its RND model with a single sample
only when it successfully receives advice, SNA updates it for
a batch of samples every time it performs learning until its
budget reaches zero.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we evaluated the prominent student-initiated
action advising methods that are compatible with off-policy
deep RL agents; and highlighted their shortcomings such as
not being able to handle belated availability of the teacher,
or requiring very specific underlying algorithms to work. To
address these, we proposed an alternative student-initiated
action advising algorithm that utilises state novelty computed
via Random Network Distillation (RND) to determine when to
request an advice. Differently from the previous works, RND is
updated only for the states that are involved in advice exchange.
Thus, it is ensured that the student will take advantage of the
teacher as soon as it becomes available regardless of its task-
level convergence.
Empirical results in GridWorld and MinAtar games validate
our speculations of the aforementioned shortcomings and show
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that the state-of-the-art methods that utilise state novelty or
uncertainty can be ineffective if the teacher is not present
from the beginning. Furthermore, our advice novelty approach
manages to be a very reliable choice by yielding the best final
performance in these experiments, as well as being able to
handle belated teachers, not requiring particular models to
access uncertainty estimations, and also not interfering with
the student’s task-level algorithm, unlike the previous novelty
approach that requires to access mini-batches used in its model
updates. It is also seen that there is no trivial way to define
a general action advising strategy to distribute the budget
efficiently across many different cases. Finally, it is found
to be challenging for even the most complicated methods to
handle excessive budgets without encountering a significant
performance deterioration; and the hyperparameters that are
responsible to manage budget distribution require careful tuning
considering both the task characteristics and the total available
budget.
An interesting direction for the future work could involve
devising a form of threshold adaptation to make these tech-
niques more robust against the changes in task and budget
specifications. Additionally, further analyses in the dynamics
of different task-level algorithms operating with action advising
would be imperative to invent more general action advising
methods, since this study only considers a student agent that
employs DQN with NoisyNets and its outcomes may not
be applicable to different algorithms. Finally, there is still
a significant research gap in action advising with multiple
teachers which requires further attention, and we believe that
our approach is likely to be useful in such a problem setting.
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